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 Release Box office Sri Sri achieved record-breaking opening with an estimated 4.18 crores gross on its first day. On its third
day, the film grossed over 10 crores at the box office. Critical reception Sri Sri received mostly positive reviews from critics.

Taran Adarsh of Bollywood Hungama gave the film four stars out of five and stated "Sri Sri is a film that leaves one spellbound
by its special touches." He went on to praise Gurmeet Singh and stated that, "Sanjay Dutt, Arshad Warsi, Neeraj Vyas, Suchitra
Krishnamoorthy and Sanjay Mishra in their brief appearances only reinforce the feel-good factor associated with the movie."
India's Box Office India rated it a 3/5, and said "There is no compromise on quality, so be prepared to go in. The long running

time may put some off, but the quality and perseverance will appeal to all." References External links Sri Sri at Bollywood
Hungama Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:2010s romantic comedy films Category:2010s romantic drama films
Category:2010s musical comedy films Category:2010s romantic musical films Category:Indian films Category:Films set in the
British Raj Category:Films shot in Punjab, India Category:Films shot in Mumbai Category:Films set in India Category:Films

shot in Goa Category:Foreign films shot in Switzerland Category:Films about composers Category:Films about music
Category:Films shot in Kolkata Category:Indian comedy films Category:Indian musical drama films Category:Films scored by

Sanjay Leela Bhansali Category:Films featuring an item numberLife as a Political Junkie First things first. Welcome to my site.
Welcome to my world. Welcome to my insanity. This site is about everything I love: politics, sports, technology, and travel. My

life is political because politics is life. And politics is no different than sports, technology, or travel. The political world is
different than the world of sports or travel. The game 520fdb1ae7
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